LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF THE BAY AREA
An Inter-League Organization of the San Francisco Bay Area

February 25, 2005

To: ABAG-BAAQMD-MTC Joint Policy Committee
Re: MTC’s Draft Transit-Oriented Development Policy

The League of Women Voters of the Bay Area feels that it is now time to comment in on this
issue, despite the fact that you do not yet have a proposal before you for approval.
The five regional agencies (and many cities) have already endorsed the Smart Growth Vision for
the Bay Area, MTC has already adopted a Transportation Land Use Platform in December 2003,
and MTC recently adopted the T2030 Plan that establishes a regional policy to “create incentives
to encourage transit-oriented development around regional transit systems and mixed-use
developments elsewhere, to create new and safer ways to get around ….by fostering walking and
biking and connecting communities to transit.” Therefore, regional policies connecting transit
facilities and land use have already been established.
The key point of these land use and transportation policies is to assure that there are sufficient
numbers of people near transit, and there are transit station area designs that facilitate transit use
so that there is a sufficient level of ridership and a reduction the number of trips taken in private
automobiles.
The LWVBA supports the attached Goals for Transit-Oriented Development. We hope that
through the pending policy the JPC will endorse these goals. We do expect that by adopting these
regional/funding goals, there should be some accountability by local entities (cities, counties and
transit agencies) to implement transit-oriented development near new transit stations and
corridors. New transit extensions should be made only to local jurisdictions that choose to
endorse or implement these goals.
The basic issue under consideration at this time is what the conditions or incentives on funds or
transit extensions should be established to achieve these goals?
Until the draft policy is before the Committee, we are reluctant to say specifically what the JPC
should do or not to do – details are still being developed, tested, and refined. We do hope that
the policy you adopt will further the general principles that are attached.
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